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bias fx is a breakthrough virtual amplifier. each amp is created using algorithms that map your real sounds to its virtual version. the result is your own custom amp from the inside out, that will sound just like the real thing. the ikm.com violectric 25 is on fire, and
thats not just our opinion! its been a recommended guitar amp for years, and after extensive testing and optimization, weve finally put our trust in it with the new model violectric 25 classic. this stunning amp blows them all away, and when youve got a killer tone
you simply have to let the crowds in! this isn't a fight, it's a chance to change the course of that entire company! how about if you showed up at the next bias event with a guitar and told the crowd, i'll buy a guitar every time this guy plays it. and so on, and so on,
until you knew who you were talking about, and you knew that yes, that was how it would be and thats how the world would change. easy to use and intuitive, amp-and-effects bias amp 2 is a complete virtual guitar amp and effects engine. no matter your musical
genre, each amp created with bias amp 2 feels like the real thing, thanks to painstakingly re-created, meticulously researched signal paths and algorithms. bias & celestion when it comes to speakers, celestion is the most trusted name in rock and roll history. their
electrodynamic speaker heads have been used more in classic tones than any other manufacturer, and their impulse reverb response is a favorite of guitarists from pete thorne and scott henderson to george lynch. description : celluloid is a linear multiband phaser
and flanger. it is written in pure data and uses the cdm library. it can be used to simulate effects by means of varying the rate at which parameter changes are processed and gain and feedback adjustments. and the effects can be split between a master and
distortion pedals. (the routing might be a little confusing at first but there is a short youtube video that explains it.)
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